Do multiple peaks in the Radon Transform of westward propagating sea surface height anomalies correspond to higher order Rossby wave Baroclinic modes? by Maharaj, A.M. et al.
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Figure 1: speeds (cm/s), standard deviation of energy (ar-
bitrary units) and relative height for peak 1 in RT analysis
The greatest energetic variability is in the western side
ofthebasin—ina band between20
￿
S and30
￿
Sin thewest-
ern Paciﬁc, the EAC return ﬂow and south of New Zealand.
There is signiﬁcant energy in a small zonal band between
30
￿
S and 40
￿
S which spreads meridionally around 240
￿
E
to 250
￿
E (in the region of the East Paciﬁc Rise and the Pa-
ciﬁcAntarctic Rise)thentwo separate zonalbands between
20
￿
S and 30
￿
S and south of 40
￿
S with very low variability
in between. There is some suggestion here ofa relationship
to bathymetry (Maharaj et al. 2004).
The greatest relative heights,that is, the most signiﬁcant
peaks, are in the south east of the basin with values rang-
ing from 1.8 to 2.5. The patterns here are also suggestive
of bathymetric interaction. For example, some peaks coin-
cide with ridges in the south east. Lowest relative heights
are in the north west of the basin where the peaks are not
signiﬁcantly different from the mean value.
Figure 2 is a comparison of the median speed at each
latitude to the ﬁrst baroclinic Rossby wave speed estimates
based on linear theory and the ﬁrst to fourth order baro-
clinic Rossby waves from the modiﬁed theory of Killworth
and Blundell (2003a,b). It shows that southward of 20
￿
S,
median speeds from the 2D-RT analysis lie between ﬁrst
mode estimates from the two theories. Equatorward of
20
￿
S,speedsaresigniﬁcantlylowerbutarestill muchfaster
than the higher order modes save for one estimate at 11
￿
S
which coincides with mode 2. These slow median speed
estimates are largely due to the anomalously slow speeds
seen in the north western part of the basin and have been
examined in some detail by Maharaj et al., (2004).
Figure 3 displays the equivalent information provided
in Figure 1 for the second peak in the 2D-RT analysis.
Missing values denote that no second peak was present.
Peak 2 speeds are almost everywhere consistently low (O
￿ 2 cm/s) with the exception of two regions. Around
40
￿
S, 200
￿
E-220
￿
E, there are some speeds of around
10cm/s. The second region is that pointed out in peak 1
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Figure 2: comparison of peak 1 median speeds to linear
estimates and modes 1 to 4 of a high resolution bathymetry
model run
Figure 3: speeds (cm/s), standard deviation of energy (ar-
bitrary units) and relative height for peak 2 in RT analysis
for anomalously low speeds (around 10
￿
S 150-170
￿
E and
180-210
￿
E).In peak 2, these regions show higher speeds of
approximately 10-12 cm/s.
As in peak 1, maximum standard deviation shows that
the greatest energetic variability in peak 2 is also in the
western Paciﬁc. Maximum values also lie in similar spa-
tial locations as peak 1. Relative height values in the west-
ern half of the basin are comparable to the relative heights
of peak 1 in the same location. This would indicate that the
secondpeakhereisimportant. Themostsigniﬁcant relative
heights are, again, in the south east of the basin.
Latitudinal median speeds for peak 2 (Figure 4) show
consistently low speeds over the entire basin. Speeds be-
tween 10
￿
S and 20
￿
S fall around 4cm/s and gradually fall
till 30
￿
S where values show no real pattern. The second
peak in the RT shows median speeds increasing polewards
From 10
￿
S to 30
￿
S, peak 2 speeds fall around or slightly5
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Figure7: speedsand energy for peak1fromtheFT analysis
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Figure 8: comparison of peak 1 median speeds to modes 1
to 4 of a fully perturbed model run
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Figure9: speedsandenergy for peak2fromtheFT analysis
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Figure 10: comparison of peak 2 median speeds to modes
1 to 4 of a fully perturbed model run
around 220
￿
E in the region of the EAC. There is some high
variability south of 30
￿
S and 240
￿
E, a peak around 190
￿
E,
45
￿
S (south east of New Zealand) and between 10
￿
S to
15
￿
S, west of 175
￿
E.
The speeds and peak amplitude for peak 2 are shown
in Figure 9 and median speed comparisons in Figure 10.
A large area of the tropics show faster speeds here than in
peak 1, especially in the eastern tropics. Again, very fast
speeds are seen around New Zealand. Comparison to lin-
earandperturbedmodesindicatesspeedsclosetoperturbed
ﬁrst mode values. Peak amplitude is similar to peak 1 en-
ergy. Figures 11 and 12 show similar values for peak 3.